
The science of attraction
C1 - Listening Part 1



Why are we attracted to
certain people but not others?

physical
appearance sense of

humour

pheromonesproximity

love at first
sight



What are the five
components of

attraction?
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What are the five
components of

attraction?
https://ed.ted.com/lessons/the-science-of-attraction-dawn-

maslar#watch

eyes (sight), nose (smell),
ears (hearing), touch, taste
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The feeling of attraction comes from your __________ in a form of quick complex calculations.
Long hair and smooth, scar-free skin are all signs of __________, fertility and good health.
Our noses can pick up __________ which are also known as pheromones.
In the experiment, three women at different stages of their ovulation cycle wore the same
__________ for three nights.
Women prefer the smell of men with MHC molecules different from theirs to provide their youngs
with a __________.
Females are more attracted to males with lower voices that suggest a __________.
Holding a cup of hot beverage makes us perceive people as happier, more social, __________ and
better-natured.
Most men and women have reported losing interest in another person after a __________.
Once you're attracted to someone else, your pulse increases, your pupils __________ and your body
produces more energy.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

Listen to the recording and write the missing words or phrases.



The feeling of attraction comes from your brain in a form of quick complex calculations.
Long hair and smooth, scar-free skin are all signs of youth, fertility and good health.
Our noses can pick up natural chemical signals which are also known as pheromones.
In the experiment, three women at different stages of their ovulation cycle wore the same T-shirt for
three nights.
Women prefer the smell of men with MHC molecules different from theirs to provide their youngs
with a major survival advantage.
Females are more attracted to males with lower voices that suggest a larger body size.
Holding a cup of hot beverage makes us perceive people as happier, more social, more generous and
better-natured.
Most men and women have reported losing interest in another person after a bad first kiss.
Once you're attracted to someone else, your pulse increases, your pupils dilate and your body
produces more energy.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

Listen to the recording and write the missing words or phrases.
ANSWERS



Do you agree with the study? Why (not)?
What about people who fall in love over the internet?

What is love?


